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This volume presents 18 IMF research studies on the causes and consequences of corruption, as well as how it can most effectively be combated to improve governance,
increase economic growth, and reduce poverty. The authors examine how civil service wages affect corruption, the impact of natural resource availability on corruption, the
impact of corruption on a country’s income distribution and incidence of poverty, and the effect of corruption on government expenditures on health and education.
Power consumption is a key limitation in many high-speed and high-data-rate electronic systems today, ranging from mobile telecom to portable and desktop computing systems,
especially when moving to nanometer technologies. Ultra Low-Power Electronics and Design offers to the reader the unique opportunity of accessing in an easy and integrated
fashion a mix of tutorial material and advanced research results, contributed by leading scientists from academia and industry, covering the most hot and up-to-date issues in the
field of the design of ultra low-power devices, systems and applications.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY CONCEPT AND CASES provides a comprehensive and stepwise understanding of the research process with a balanced blend of theory,
techniques and Indian illustrations from a wide cross-section of business areas. This book makes no presumptions and can be used with confidence and conviction by both
students and experienced managers who need to make business sense of the data and information that is culled out through research groups. The conceptual base has been
provided in comprehensive, yet simplistic detail, addressing even the minutest explanations required by the reader. The language maintains a careful balance between technical
know-how and business jargon. Every chapter is profusely illustrated with business problems related to all domains—marketing, finance, human resource and operations. Thus,
no matter what the interest area may be, the universal and adaptable nature of the research process is concisely demonstrated.
Student Editions offer hands-on activities, science content, and high-interest special features that address National and State Science Standards. Dynamic visuals and an
engaging text style make learning fun. The Grade 5 Student Edition covers units such as A Diversity of Life, Ecosystems, Earth and Its Resources, and Weather and Space.
Don't create boring e-learning! Cammy Bean presents a fresh, modern take on instructional design for e-learning. Filled with her personal insights and tips, The Accidental
Instructional Designer covers nearly every aspect of the e-learning design process, including understanding instructional design, creating scenarios, building interactivity,
designing visuals, and working with SMEs. You'll learn all about the CBT Lady and how to avoid her instructional design mistakes. Along the way, you'll hear from a few other
accidental instructional designers, get ideas for your own projects, and find resources and references to take your own practice to the next level. The Accidental Instructional
Designer is perfect for the learning professional or instructional designer who is just getting started with e-learning—or the more experienced practitioner looking for new ideas. In
addition to sharing proven techniques and strategies, this book: covers best practices and what to avoid when designing an e-learning program presents e-learning in action
through various case studies shows how you can go from being an accidental instructional designer to an intentional one.
This paper revisits the effects of corruption on the state’s capacity to raise revenue, building on the existing empirical literature using new and more disaggregated data. We use
a comprehensive dataset for 147 countries spanning 1995-2014, compiled by the IMF. It finds that—consistent with the existing literature—corruption is negatively associated with
overall tax revenue, and most of its components. This relationship is predominantly influenced by the way corruption interacts with tax compliance. The establishment of large
taxpayer offices improves tax compliance by dampening the perception of corruption, thereby boosting revenue.
Forgiving your brother's murderer may be noble, but falling in love with him borders on betrayal. When Paige Zukowski enrolls at Granton University in honor of her dead brother,
she has no idea fate will land her on the same campus with the very guy who killed him. But Logan Xander isn't quite the murderer she's always believed him to be. A day hasn't
passed since the tragedy that Logan doesn't wish he could go back and undo everything. It doesn't take Paige long to realize he's suffered as much as she has. Forgiving him for
ruining her life might not be so impossible after all. But when she actually starts to like him and realizes he likes her in return, their true anguish begins.
Performance based oversight and accountability can serve as an important antidote to government corruption, inefficiency, and waste. This volume provides an analytical framework and
operational approaches needed for the implementation of results-based accountability. The volume makes a major contribution to the literature on public management and evaluation. Major
subject areas covered in this book include: performance based accountability, e-government, network solutions to performance measurement and improvement; institutions of accountability in
governance; legal and institutional framework to hold government to account; fighting corruption; external accountability; ensuring integrity of revenue administration; the role of supreme audit
institutions on detecting fraud and corruption; and the role of parliamentary budget offices and public accounts committees.
Mary Magdalen's personal story of her tantric relationship with Yeshua ben Joseph, known today as Jesus Christ--given by her and reprinted here, word-for-word as she gave it--describes the
alchemy that she and Yeshua practiced.
Things to know about the great outdoors. For children. Do you like the great outdoors, do you like adventure? Then why not join B! and see what you can discover together. Nature is so
important to us, lets help it out. B! would love that too.
One of the most significant books on Aviation History that has been published to date. Aviation History is an exciting new full-color book that gives both new and experienced pilots a unique
perspective on international aviation history. Each of the ten chapters is packed with information containing over 950 photographs and color graphics. Aviation History explores the question
*what was aviation* from its birth in Annonay, France, in 1783, to the exhilarating accomplishments in space. Through personal profiles, you are able to meet the people who made significant
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contributions to aviation. You will explore historical evidence and see how historians use the artifacts of aviation to confirm what happened. 636 pages. ISBN# 0-88487-235-1
The Definitive Java Programming Guide In Java: The Complete Reference, Eighth Edition, bestselling programming author Herb Schildt shows you everything you need to develop, compile,
debug, and run Java programs. Updated for Java Platform, Standard Edition 7 (Java SE 7), this comprehensive volume covers the entire Java language, including its syntax, keywords, and
fundamental programming principles. You'll also find information on key elements of the Java API library. JavaBeans, servlets, applets, and Swing are examined and real-world examples
demonstrate Java in action. In addition, new Java SE 7 features such as try-with-resources, strings in switch, type inference with the diamond operator, NIO.2, and the Fork/Join Framework
are discussed in detail. Coverage includes: Data types and operators Control statements Classes and objects Constructors and methods Method overloading and overriding Interfaces and
packages Inheritance Exception handling Generics Autoboxing Enumerations Annotations The try-with-resources statement Varargs Multithreading The I/O classes Networking The
Collections Framework Applets and servlets JavaBeans AWT and Swing The Concurrent API Much, much more
"Ms. Sinclair’s characters come alive on the page with passion and energy in a story that is absolutely riveting." ~ You Gotta Read Reviews BOOK DESCRIPTION: Working with the FBI to
capture human traffickers, Master Raoul scores an invitation to a slave auction. To his surprise, one slave is the kidnapped friend of a Shadowlands submissive. Although Kim’s body is
scarred, her spirit is unbroken, and he can't leave her behind. Ruining the FBI's plans, he buys her. Kimberly's freedom has come at a devastating price: the other women are still imprisoned.
Desperate to help the Feds locate the traffickers, she agrees to pose as Master Raoul's slave. Although wearing a collar again is terrifying, Kim starts to heal and then to blossom under the
powerful Dominant’s care. Submission. It’s what she's been drawn to--and fled from--her entire life. She has escaped the slavers who captured her body. Escaping the Master who has
captured her heart will be far more difficult. SERIES: In the exclusive Shadowlands BDSM club, the title “Master” is given to only the most powerful, experienced, and skilled Dominants.
However, although each Master may have played with many, many submissives, no training can prepare a Dom for falling in love. Each book in the Masters of the Shadowlands series is a
standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. The MASTERS OF THE SHADOWLANDS series Book 1: Club Shadowlands Book 2: Dark Citadel Book 3: Breaking Free Book 4: Lean on
Me Book 5: Make Me, Sir Book 6: To Command & Collar Book 7: This Is Who I Am Book 8: If Only Book 9: Show Me, Baby Book 10: Servicing the Target Book 11: Protecting His Own
Keywords: BDSM, erotic romance, dominance, male Dom, BDSM club, dominant hero, shadowlands, submission, alpha male, bondage, masters of the shadowlands, spanking, suspense
New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Diana Palmer takes readers back to Jacobsville, Texas, where Hayes Carson is a man on a mission—for justice Bobby Carson had been
the only family Hayes had left in the world. A long, tall and serious Texan, Hayes has always suspected Minette Raynor had something to do with Bobby's death, that the bright-eyed blonde
gave his brother the drugs that killed him. As far as Hayes is concerned, neither her looks nor anything else will stand in the way of him righting this grievous wrong. Minette can't get
handsome Hayes off her mind, or off her back. But then Hayes gets shot, and the only one who can help him heal is Minette. Soon she finds herself in very close quarters, indeed, with the
breathtaking sheriff. Then the tables turn—and Minette finds herself in great danger, and Hayes is the only one who can rescue her. Can she count on Hayes believing the truth—and saving her
life?

THE HUMAN RECORD, International Edition is the leading primary source reader for the World History course, providing balanced coverage of the global past. Each volume
contains a blend of visual and textual sources which are often paired or grouped together for comparison. A prologue entitled “Primary Sources and How to Read Them”
appears in each volume and serves as a valuable pedagogical tool. Approximately one-third of the sources in the Seventh Edition are new, and these documents continue to
reflect the myriad experiences of the peoples of the world.
Despite the growth in literature on political corruption, contributions from field research are still exiguous. This book provides a timely and much needed addition to current
research, bridging the gap and providing an innovative approach to the study of corruption and integrity in public administration.
NC State textbook adoption 2001-2006.
John Hatchard considers the need for good governance, accountability and integrity in both the public and private sector. He studies how these issues are reflected in both the
African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption and the Unit
Bringing together a distinguished cast of contributors, the book provides an authoritative and definitive analysis of the theory, practice and development impact of corruption in
Africa. Combating corruption is demonstrated to require greater priority in the quest for African development.
Marketing 3e brings marketing fundamentals in line with new marketing realities. The third edition is designed to show students how organisations can create deliver and capture
value for customers and how value can be used as a tool to build lasting customer relationships. Exploring both fundamental concepts and new marketing strategies and tactics
Grewal’s Marketing continues to evolve as the marketing function does. Covering topics like social media marketing analytics and ethics both individually and integrated
throughout the new edition illustrates how these areas now cross all aspects of marketing. Every chapter is packed with up-to-date vignettes case studies and example boxes
that both illustrate and complement the theory with real recognisable businesses and people.
From a simple matcha latte, to ice cream, infused salt, smoothie bowls, tea loaves and homemade beauty recipes, The Matcha Cookbook explores the history, health benefits
and 50 delicious recipes using this super healthy ingredient. As an ingredient, matcha is growing in popularity with health foodies and wellness seekers, with over 2.7 million
posts on Instagram. Research shows that matcha can reduce the risk of cancer, improve heart health, aid recovery from exercise and help prevent ageing; the traditional matcha
tea alone contains the nutritional equivalent of 10 cups of regular green tea, with 137 times more antioxidants, acting as the body's defence agents. Recipes include: Creamed
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corn & egg on sourdough Matcha bliss balls Summer rolls with matcha dipping sauce Seared rib eye steak with matcha dressed greens Matcha lemon posset
Draws on examples from history, literature, and other disciplines to offer advice on how to rebuild conversational tools in order to make more qualitative connections with other
people.
Keatyn's crazy life comes together in one perfect script. Will Keatyn get her life back? And if she does, which life and boy will she choose? Keatyn's life is like a movie, and her
crazy life seems to be coming together in one perfect script. The kind where she is reunited with her family. Where she gets her life back. And where she decides which of her
loves is the boy of her dreams. Her moon boy. Popular girl or surfer girl, Keatyn doesn't really care anymore. She just wants to be happy. The only problem is, Vincent has a
completely different kind of script in mind. The kind where he plays the role of the boy of her dreams. The kind where they will be on their beach. Together forever. And possibly
dead. Cut. The end. Roll credits.
Corruption, particularly political or “grand” corruption, distorts the entire decision-making process connected with public investment projects. The degree of distortions is higher
with weaker auditing institutions. The evidence presented shows that higher corruption is associated with (i) higher public investment; (ii) lower government revenues; (iii) lower
expenditures on operations and maintenance; and (iv) lower quality of public infrastructure. The evidence also shows that corruption increases public investment while reducing
its productivity. These are five channels through which corruption lowers growth. An implication is that economists should be more restrained in their praise of high public sector
investment, especially in countries with high corruption.
Louise Berlay's book, The Magic of the Mind: How to Do What You Want With Your Life, has been given new life and a new audience after being out of print for 30 years. One of
Neville Goddard most successful students explains her path, and the path taught by Neville. Enjoy this new edition with an introduction by Lousie's son Neville.
A fraud investigation is aimed at examining evidence to determine if a fraud occurred, how it happened, who was involved, and how much money was lost. Investigations occur in
cases ranging from embezzlement, to falsification of financial statements, to suspicious insurance claims. Expert Fraud Investigation: A Step-by-Step Guide provides all the tools
to conduct a fraud investigation, detailing when and how to investigate. This guide takes the professional from the point of opening an investigation, selecting a team, gathering
data, and through the entire investigation process. Business executives, auditors, and security professionals will benefit from this book, and companies will find this a useful tool
for fighting fraud within their own organizations.
New features of this edition focus around the use of fibre reinforced plastics. The book offers increased coverage of environmental concerns, emphasizing considerations
regarding hazardous materials and waste disposal, contaminated soil and remedial options.
This book reveals the extent, types, investigation, enforcement and governance of international corruption. Providing a unique international coverage, it reveals the limits of
current anti-corruption strategies and explores the involvement of western democratic states in corruption.
First published in 1951, Cherokee Cooklore introduces us to traditional Cherokee cooking. It starts with a photographic essay as Aggie Lossiah demonstrates how she makes bean bread. This
is followed by recipes gathered from the North Carolina Cherokee community (including yellowjacket soup, blood pudding, hominy corn drink, baked squirrel, and hickory nut soup). A
description of Cherokee food customs follows. This is a fascinating booklet that provides valuable food lore for the adventuresome gourmet or the student of Native American history.
Put the power of Expressions to work in your animations with controls and efficiencies impossible to achieve with traditional keyframing techniques. No programming skills are required.
Foundation concepts and skills orient the new designer and serve as a handy reference to the experienced one. Basics of creating expressions, variables, commands, and expression helpers
precede the leap into javascript and math essentials for more advanced expressions that include randomness, physical simularions and 3D. Full color illustrations display the scripts and the
resulting effects, pickwhip techniques, and sequential animations. Downloadable companion files include Quicktime movies of the demo animations, and AE project files that permit you to
examine the Expressions. Extensive notes are provided to aid you in implementing the extensive library of Expressions available for your use on Adobe LiveDocs.
This book is a completely revised merger of both volumes 1 and 2 of Constitutional Law in Nigeria previously published. It deals with the various principles of constitutional law and
fundamental human rights as contained in the 1999 constitution, though f
First published nearly 30 years ago, Destined for the Throne continues to train believers for their heavenly destiny. God's eternal purpose, Billheimer says, has been the preparation of an
eternal companion for His Son. This preparation takes place as Christians engage in spiritual warfare and practice believing prayer. "[A] thorough presentation of God's total purpose and
destiny for the church...satisfying and demanding," said Norman Grubb, former International Director of WEC.
The Oil Trading Manual (OTM) provides a unique and comprehensive reference source to the latest developments in the structure and conduct of the international oil markets including:
Physical characteristics and refining Oil pricing arrangements Physical oil markets Forward and futures contracts Options and swaps Operations and logistics Accounting and taxation
Controlling financial risk Legal and regulatory control OTM provides a unique and comprehensive reference source to the structure and conduct of the international oil markets. The manual
covers all the major oil trading instruments and their applications; the trading centres, contracts, uses and users of both the physical and the terminal oil markets, and their administrative,
management, tax, and accounting implications. It also includes vital information on changes to the international legal and regulatory structures. The manual is divided into three complementary
parts; Characteristics An introduction to oil and oil trading, and includes material on the nature of oil as a commodity, refinery processes and the different ways in which oil is priced.
Instruments and markets Deals with the oil market itself taking each segment in turn, explaining how the various trading instruments work and describing the markets that have evolved to
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trade them. It starts with the physical oil markets, moving on to forward and futures markets, followed by options and swaps. Administration Covers the essential 'back-room' activities without
which oil trading could not continue. It includes practical material on operations and logistics, credit control, accounting, taxation, contracts and regulation, and controlling financial risk,
providing a unique guide to the subject. Compiled from the contributions of a range of internationally respected professionals, it is the indispensable practical companion for all those involved
with trading in this complex commodity. Revised and updated 2003
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